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Preface

Every day across this country thousands of tireless school leaders work against daunting obstacles
to help educate our nation's youth. While we ask our educational leaders, particularly public school
superintendents and principals, to engage in an enormous and complex challenge, we pay very little
attention to their recruitment, training, and support. In fact, while considerable attention is rightly
paid to training and development for teachers, the need for and nature of training for educational
leaders is a forgotten part of the equation.

As education scholar Frederick M. Hess lays out in this report, this situation is in part self-inflicted
by the profession and the result of a too-often change-averse culture in education. However, Hess also
shows that inattention by policymakers to serious questions about the nature of leadership positions in
our public schools, the skills and knowledge they demand, and how best to recruit, train, and retain
talented people for educational leadership roles greatly exacerbates these problems.

This paper provides an analytical framework and comprehensive direction for reform to help
policymakers design specific solutions. Hess rejects simplistic reforms such as merely expecting
"celebrity" nontraditional candidates to meet the need for more school leaders, but also makes clear
that many current approaches are far from sufficient to meet the challenges at hand and, in some cases,
work at cross purposes with efforts to improve achievement. Just as Hess rejects one-dimensional
solutions, readers of this nuanced paper must likewise resist the temptation to ascribe to it only the
things they most like or dislike about Hess' ideas.

This paper was supported by a generous grant from the Broad Foundation, a Los Angeles-based
entrepreneurial grant-making organization whose mission is to dramatically improve K-12 urban public
education through better governance, management, and labor relations. Eli and Edythe Broad, who
have invested more than $400 million in efforts to improve America's public schools, started the
foundation in 1999. More information about the Broad Foundation can be found in the back of
this booklet or at www.broadfoundation.org.

The 21st Century Schools Project at the Progressive Policy Institute works to develop education
policy and foster innovation to ensure that America's public schools are an engine of equal opportunity
in the knowledge economy. Through research, publications and articles, and work with policymakers
and practitioners, the Project supports initiatives to strengthen accountability, increase equity, improve
teacher quality, and expand choice and innovation within public education.

The goals of the 21st Century Schools Project are a natural extension of the mission of the Progressive
Policy Institute, which is to define and promote a new progressive politics for the 21st century. PPI's
core philosophy stems from the belief that America is ill-served by an obsolete left-right debate that is
out of step with the powerful forces reshaping our society and economy. PPI believes in adapting the
progressive tradition in American politics to the realities of the Information Age by moving beyond the
liberal impulse to defend the bureaucratic status quo and the conservative bid to dismantle government.
More information on PPI is available at www.ppionline.org.

Andrew J. Rotherham
Director, 21st Century Schools Project

January 2003
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A License to Lead?
A New Leadership Agenda for America's Schools

"It is time fora new generation of leadership, to cope with new problems and new opportunities.
For there is a new world to be won."

As the nation's schools struggle to meet
the needs of ill-served children, rise to
the challenge of the No Child Left Behind

Act, and adjust to a world of accountability and
growing competition, educational leaders face
unprecedented challenges. Yet we retain a
system of recruitment, preparation, and
induction that does not recruit the leaders we
need, does not prepare them for their positions,
does not reward them on par with their
responsibilities, and locks out candidates with
vital knowledge and experience.

American schools suffer from a lack of effec-
tive leaders and sensible leadership models at both
the school and the district levels.' In 2002, Paul
Houston, executive director of the American As-
sociation of School Administrators (AASA), said,
"The pool of good [superintendent] candidates is
shallow. Five years ago, the pool was fairly shal-
low, and I thought it was as bad as it could get. I
was not nearly pessimistic enough. It's gotten
worse."2 A recent national survey of superinten-
dents found that fewer than 40 percent were
happy with their principals' ability to make tough
decisions, delegate responsibility to staff, involve
teachers in developing policies and priorities, or
spend money efficiently. When filling a principal
position, 60 percent of superintendents agreed they
have had to "take what you can get."3 Concerns
about rickety recruitment systems and leadership
quality are coupled with shortages in many states.'
The problem, however, is not a lack of warm bod-
ies; It is a need for individuals with the skills, train-
ing, and knowledge to lead 21st century schools
and school systems.

Today, 47 states license principals and 43 li-
cense superintendents before deeming them eli-
gible to apply for a position. These states have
mandated costly and onerous preparation regi-
mens for which even an exhaustive search can
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uncover no evidence documenting their contribu-
tion to improved student learning.3 Typically, prin-
cipal licensure requires three or more years of K-
12 teaching experience, completion of an approved
degree program in educational administration,
and an internship. In several states, candidates
are also required to pass the State Leaders Licen-
sure Assessment, an exam designed to ensure they
hold professionally sanctioned values and atti-
tudes. Superintendent licensure involves similar
requirements, though states are often more lenient
about how candidates fulfill them. In theory, most
states offer alternative licensure routes or are able
to issue waivers, butaside from a handful of
high-profile superintendenciesthese are rarely
used in practice.

Current reform efforts largely fall into one
of two opposing camps: raising barriers to entry
or recruiting a smattering of high-profile
"superstar leaders" from careers outside of
education. However, neither approach
addresses the long-term challenge of deepening
the talent pool, enhancing accountability, and
providing sustained support to talented
practitioners in the field and to those who would
join them.

In the world of 21st century schooling, lead-
ers must be able to leverage accountability and
revolutionary technology, devise performance-
based evaluation systems, reengineer outdated
management structures, recruit and cultivate
nontraditional staff, drive decisions with data,
build professional cultures, and ensure that ev-
ery child is served. It is not clear that teaching
experience or educational administration
coursework prepares candidates for these chal-
lenges. On the whole, traditional administrators
have fared poorly in recent decades, even as
private sector and nonprofit managers have
made great strides in addressing similar tasks.
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A License to Lead?

Answering the educational leadership crisis
requires reform that will attract and develop
leaders equal to the challenge. In lieu of the
existing regimen of restrictions and regulations
one punctured by occasional and awkward
loopholesit is time to adopt a straightforward
three-point standard. Leadership candidates
ought to be required to:

hold a B.A. or B.S. degree from an
accredited college or university and pass
a rigorous criminal background check;

demonstrate to the potential employer
experience sufficient to exhibit essential
knowledge, temperament, and skills for
the position;6 and

demonstrate mastery of essential
technical knowledge and skills, to the
extent that policmakers can pinpoint and
agree on concrete and identifiable skills
without personal command of which an
administrator is incapable of effective
leadership (in areas of education law,
special education, etc.).

Appropriately, points two and three will
have different implications for school-level and
district-level leadership. However, while the
principalship of a small school and the superin-
tendency of a large district pose fundamentally
different challenges, the framework for finding
and cultivating quality leaders remains consis-
tent.

These changes must happen in tandem with
a New Leadership Agenda to:

reconceptualize leadership so that we no
longer imagine that each leader must
embody the entire range of knowledge
and skills the organization requires;

produce performance-oriented criteria
for recruiting and hiring leaders;

develop reliable systems to monitor
leadership performance and hold leaders
accountable; and

provide support systems and ongoing
professional development.

2

These steps are similar to teacher licensure
reforms that I and others have previously pro-
posed to address teacher quality and shortage
concerns. In the case of education leadership,
however, these steps alone are not enough. In
the case of teachers, the basic challenge is pro-
viding a competent, self-sufficient professional
to every classroom in the nation. Because prac-
titioners generally operate independently in self-
contained classrooms, it is appropriate to use an
assessment that ensures each candidate has
mastered essential knowledge. And teachers are
charged with clear responsibilities that can be
readily assessed through student outcomes.
Leaders, on the other hand, operate as part of a
leadership team and have more amorphous re-
sponsibilities. Because leadership roles need not
be fixed in the way that teaching roles are, it is
rarely necessary that each administrator embody
a particular skill or piece of knowledgeonly
that members of a leadership team together, as a
team, possess requisite skills and knowledge.
Whereas concern for teacher quality implies that
each professional must be an island of compe-
tence, efforts to promote quality leadership are
bound by no such constraint.

This New Leadership Agenda would benefit
both school leaders and students. Greater
competition would force school systems to pay
a fair rate for managerial talent and create new
opportunities for educational leaders to
command the kind of professional support and
respect enjoyed by their counterparts in other
sectors.

Additionally, the New Leadership Agenda
would increase flexibility and open doors for new
approaches to distributing educational leadership.
Richard Elmore of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education points out that leadership can be
"distributed" throughout schools and systems in
ways that tap into diverse expertise.' However,
that kind of flexible thinking is too often stunted
by the regulations and restrictions of current ar-
rangements. Central to reforming licensure is the
need to rethink the roles of administrators more
generally. Administrators who have only a lim-
ited ability to shape their staffs, to reward and
sanction personnel, or to allocate resources are
constrained in their ability to serve their students
and cannot be held fully responsible for organiza-
tional outcomes. Truly professionalizing educa-
tional leadership requires granting them the same
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tools and responsibilities enjoyed by leaders in
other vital fields. Finally, increased flexibility in
job descriptions and authority must be accompa-
nied by increased flexibility in compensation, mak-
ing it easier to reward and retain quality leaders.8

This agenda is not an attack on educational
leadershipit is a com-
mitment to professional-
ize it. The first to benefit
from these changes will
be the tens of thousands
of talented and hard-
working principals and

Progressive Policy Institute

licensure is neither necessary nor desirable. It is
not necessary because, if former teachers and
graduates of educational administration pro-
grams are more qualified, they will be hired
ahead of other candidates. Licensure is not de-
sirable because, unless we believe that nontra-

ditional candidates can-
not be effective, there
will be times when the
best candidate is not li-
censedand the dis-
tricts will be barred
from hiring her.

Even were nontra-
ditional candidates uniformly unqualified, licen-
sure would only be necessary if we assumed that
districts were unable to judge candidate quality
or to resist the temptation to hire incompetent
rather than qualified personnel. To make the
point even more strongly, leadership licensure is
really only necessary if one presumes that dis-
tricts will systematically prefer the incompetent
or that the costs of hiring the wrong leader are
likely to be catastrophic. Otherwise, if districts
do seek competence, which seems increasingly
likely in the world of modern accountability, they
can be expected to hire more-skilled and better-
prepared candidates and to quickly rectify any
serious miscues.

Existing licensure arrangements presume
that educational leadership is so unique that
experience which does not include K-12 teach-
ing and specialized coursework is irrelevant.
This seems curious, as leadership in education
and elsewhere typically entails mentoring, moni-
toring organizational performance, taking re-
sponsibility for facilities and payrolls, manag-
ing crises, responding to public concerns, and
so on. This list sounds so familiar because the
demands of leadership are broadly consistent
across time and place.9

While establishing such impassable barriers
to school-level leadership for those who have not
taught in K-12 schools, we recruit an enormous
percentage of principals and superintendents
from the ranks of the nation's gym teachers. In
1999-2000, 34.1 percent of the nation's princi-
pals had been coaches or athletic directors.1°
Despite the rhetoric about the delicacy of "in-
structional leadership," in most states, all a high
school gym teacher must do to become an el-
ementary principal is to complete a series of night

Truly professionalizing educational
leadership requires granting administrators
the same tools and responsibilities enjoyed
by leaders in other vital fields.

superintendents grown
frustrated with narrow job descriptions, an in-
ability to assemble a coherent management
team, a lack of support and respect, and am-
biguous expectations. Moreover, urging that we
overhaul state licensure systems is not meant to
suggest that all or even most districts must im-
mediately hire nontraditional candidates or re-
structure leadership. Districts where existing ar-
rangements are working should feel no compul-
sion to change. Instead, rather than mandate
change, the New Leadership Agenda permits
new approaches in those schools and school sys-
tems that want more flexibility to achieve their
educational goals.

This paper proceeds in two parts. First, it
analyzes the current licensure system, includ-
ing its history, costs, and the presumptions it rests
on. The shortcomings of current reform strate-
gies, such as seeking only nontraditional candi-
dates or further raising the bar to licensure, are
also discussed in this section. The second part
describes the New Leadership Agenda and the
related challenges and opportunities in greater
detail.

Closing the Door to Talent

In any debate over the desirability of licen-
sure, the burden of proof rests squarely upon
those who would require licensing. Why? Re-
member that licensure prohibits those who don't
meet the guidelines from applying for work. This
only makes sense if we are certain that someone
who has not taught and has not completed an
educational administration program cannot be
an effective principal or superintendent. If we
are not certain, if we just believe that former
teachers will generally make better leaders, then
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A License to Lead?

school courses and a desultory internship. What
uniquely equips a high school coach, rather than
a director of an inner-city tutoring program or
former library director, to lead an urban elemen-
tary school? It is particularly unclear when we
consider that crucial tasks likely include forging
community partner-
ships and monitoring
performance goals
roles in which the former
teacher enjoys no obvi-
ous advantage.

Meanwhile, our reli-
ance on former teachers
and graduates of schools
of education has fostered

vate, and inspire. These two sets of skills are dis-
tinct, can be cultivated in very different ways, and
may be found in different kinds of individuals.13

Beyond that, there is tremendous ambiguity
as to what good leadership requires. In his 1977
classic book, Leadership, James MacGregor Burns

observed, "Leadership is
one of the most observed

Our reliance on former teachers and
graduates of schools of education has
fostered an educational leadership culture
that is too-often hostile to accountability,
ill-suited to manage by objective, and ill-
equipped to implement new technologies
or use them as management tools.

an educational leader-
ship culture that is too-often hostile to account-
ability, ill-suited to manage by objective, and ill-
equipped to implement new technologies or use
them as management tools. Most troubling, en-
trenched resistance to the precepts of accountability
and reluctance to be held accountable for student
learning exists among leaders. Forty-eight percent
of principals surveyed in 2001 thought it a "bad
idea" to "hold principals accountable for student
standardized test scores at the building level" and
just 34 percent considered it a "good idea."" We
need leaders who welcome responsibility for stu-
dent learning, whether they came from the class-
room or not.

Current educational administrators are not
trained or experienced in using outcome measures
to manage in new and more effective ways. I have
noted previously that, although accountability
systems make possible more flexible management,
"scant evidence exists that administrators
are... [using accountability] as a managerial tool,
instead demanding that teachers generate
extensive paper trails... [and] scrupulously follow
standardized curricular guides."12

The Nature of Leadership

Leadership is both art and skill. It entails both
the prosaic skills of managing routine processes
and the dynamic task of leading individuals
through technological, organizational, and cul-
tural change. The managerial role emphasizes
planning and budgeting, organizing, and staffing,
while the leadership role requires the ability to set
an organization's direction and then align, moti-
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and least understood
phenomena on earth."14
Warren Bennis, author
of 27 books on leader-
ship, explained in 2002,
"I don't think [leader-
ship] is yet a 'field' in the
pure sense. There's
something like 276 defi-

nitions of leadership. You can't say that there is a
paradigm, any agreed-upon set of factors, that is
generally accepted."15

Students of leadership emphasize three kinds
of relevant skills: technical, conceptual, and
human. Technical skills are the knowledge and
tools that a leader in a given role needs to employ
ranging from budget management to assembling
curricula. Conceptual skills refer to the ability to
formulate and communicate a vision. Human
skills are those needed to establish expectations
and then mentor, lead, inspire, and discipline
subordinates so that they achieve them. While
each of the three strands poses particular
challenges for efforts to identify and train future
leaders, what is striking is how closely these
conventional leadership skills map onto those we
seek for educational leaders.

Experts in educational administration dismiss
the broad body of work on leadership and offer
their own formulations. Prominent thinkers on
educational leadership, such as Thomas
Sergiovanni in Leadership for the Schoolhouse, ar-
gue that "corporate" models of leadership cannot
work in education and that, "We [must] accept
the reality that leadership for the schoolhouse
should be different, and...we [need to] begin to
invent our own practice."16 Such simple-minded
dichotomies are mistaken. There is neither one
style of "corporate leadership," nor a unique "edu-
cational leadership." Rather, given that some
schools or districts need managers, some need
leaders, and because it is difficult to draw hard
and fast distinctions between these, the sensible
course is to opt for flexibility whenever feasible.
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Who Should Lead?

Let us look for a moment at a leadership chal-
lenge in a very different context. In the early
1990s, former industrial titan IBM had fallen on
hard times. The company was losing billions of
dollars a year, had cut
manufacturing capacity
by 40 percent and its
workforce by one-quarter,
and was looking for a new
CEO.

Observers wondering
if the lumbering enterprise

Progressive Policy Institute

steered eBay through the dot-corn boom and the
aftermath of the tech wreck." Gerstner and
Whitman are hardly unique, or even unusual,
cases.

What is the lesson? Of course, sector-spe-
cific experience is generally advantageous. The

question is whether
schools or school dis-

The question is whether schools or
school districts should seek leaders
only among those who have made a
career in the field and completed a
specified sequence of formal training.

could survive were aghast
when the board recruited as CEO an executive
without technology experience. Critics declared
that the candidate, a veteran of the food and
tobacco industries, would be ineffective and
starting at "a huge disadvantage... [because] the
computer business was like, no other... [it] moved
at a faster pace than other industries; competi-
tion came from...fanatics who thrived in the
often quirky and murky world of digital chaos
[and]...[t]he very best leaders in the industry
possessed both management and technical
skills."17 The candidate, Lou Gerstner, CEO of
RJR Nabisco, was thought to be desperately un-
prepared.

By the late 1990s, IBM was again a techno-
logical innovator, feared competitor, and profit-
able entity. Gerstner was hailed for delivering
one of the most impressive managerial turns of
the era. Might another leader, especially one
with more experience in technology, have done
better? Sure. Were the concerns about Gerstner's
lack of experience valid? Absolutely. However,
overlooking him based on a pinched reading of
his experience would have been a mistake. The
larger lesson is that Gerstner provided what
IBM's employees, investors, and customers
needed: a CEO "who could penetrate the cor-
porate culture and change the company's insu-
lar way of thinking and operating."" Gerstner
was that man.

A similar case was that of Meg Whitman, a
brand manager at consumer products giant Procter
& Gamble, who was hired in 1998 to lead Internet
auctioneer eBay.com. Despite widespread initial
doubts that Whitman's lack of familiarity with the
Internet or the New Economy would hold her back,
her marketing experience proved invaluable as she

5

trictsunlike IBM,
eBay.com, the Red
Cross, or the local
YMCAshould seek
leaders only among
those who have made
a career in the field

and completed a specified sequence of formal
training.

Before returning to education, let us briefly
consider a very different kind of public organi-
zation that also wrestles with leadership prepa-
ration: the U.S. armed forces. After all, while
educators hold the fate of children in their hands,
nowhere are the consequences of leadership fail-
ure as devastating as on the battlefield, where
an officer's incompetence can result in the
deaths of those entrusted to his care.2° Clearly,
the need to screen out the ill-suited and ensure
essential mastery is at least as great as in public
education. Moreover, the U.S. Army is hailed
as perhaps the most cohesive, equitable, diverse,
and efficient public institutions in our country.
So how do the U.S. Army, for instance, manage
this taskand what lessons might we draw?

Recognizing that it never has enough good
leaders, the armed forces provides an array of
avenues by which individuals can enter its ranks.
Aspirants can apply to West Point out of high
school, enlist and then seek promotion, enroll in
ROTC while in college, or apply to Officer Can-
didate School (OCS) from outside the military.

The West Point modelextensively training
hand-picked aspirants from an early age
makes evident sense, as does promoting compe-
tent veterans. The most interesting example,
however, is OCS. The U.S. Army devoted de-
cades of research to ensuring that it only entrusts
combatants to prepared leaders. How long does
that training take? The answer may surprise.
For those who enter OCS and demonstrate the
required competencies, it is possible for individu-
als with no previous military experience to be in
the field leading troops after as little as 40 weeks.
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A License to Lead?

On the basis of decades of training, research,
and retooling, the Army determined that nine
weeks of basic training, 14 weeks of OCS, and
as little as four months of specialized prepara-
tion suffice to teach all the leadership and tech-
nical expertise essential
for combat leadership.21

In an ideal world, the
Army would train OCS
personnel, or even West
Point cadets, for another
two to three years. How-
ever, the Army recognizes
that it cannot afford arbi-
trary barriers that might

public and unconcerned with school quality.23
Training was criticized for deterring the nation's
educators from entering administration, enshrin-
ing embarrassingly low standards, and featuring
too many weak programs that graduated too

many unprepared ad-
ministrators.24 The

Licensing without concrete benchmarks
leads to public officials or designated
gatekeepers making subjective
decisions about who may pursue a given
career. We are properly fearful of such
an outcome.

cost more in talent than
they return in preparation. So after as little as
nine months of training, the U.S. Army permits
individuals with no prior military experience to
lead soldiers into combat. However, it provides
substantial ongoing training and support to its of-
ficer corps. For the leaders of our public schools,
these opportunities for support and professional
growth are too often missing. Despite consider-
able attention to the professional development
needs of teachers, such opportunities for princi-
pals and superintendents are almost non-existent.

How Did We Get Here?

It was in the first years of the 20th century
that the superintendency first grew to include ele-
ments of business management as well as educa-
tional oversight. The modern principalship
emerged a bit later, as reformers sought solace in
the "scientific" management of schools. Reform-
ers sought to centralize control of community
schools under professionally trained educators
who would then operate in accord with their train-
ing, free from political interference.

The field of educational administration was
launched by Elwood Cubberley in the 1920s. From
the beginning, the field was marked by a curious
disconnectadministrators expressed a prefer-
ence for spending time on instructional leadership,
the area to which they devoted the least time.22
Unfortunately, the new science of education man-
agement failed to bear fruit, taking root in profes-
sional educational schools that would turn away
from research in favor of philosophizing.

In the 1970s, critics started to attack princi-
pals and superintendents as out of step with the

6

criticisms prompted a
wave of state efforts to
boost licensure require-
ments that were later
deemed largely ineffec-
tive.

By the 1980s, re-
search on "effective
schools" had pro-

duced widespread attention to the importance
of principals and had given birth to the notion
of "instructional leadership"an umbrella term
(or, in the educational parlance, a "multidimen-
sional construct"25) that refered to school lead-
ers who support a culture focused on the core
business of teaching and learning, provide pro-
fessional development, use data to evaluate per-
formance, and so on. Lost amidst the jargon
was any recognition that the qualities of instruc-
tional leadership, when depicted in a coherent
fashion, were largely interchangeable with the
precepts of effective management and leader-
ship more generally.26

In 1987, ongoing concerns about educational
leadership prompted the University Council for
Educational Administration (UCEA) to form a
blue-ribbon panel to address concerns about school
leadership. The National Council on Excellence
in Educational Administration (NCEEA)
recommended potentially promising reforms,
including reducing the number of preparation
programs, partnering universities with schools,
increasing professional development, and
reforming licensure standards.27 Unfortunately,
the push for change was captured by client groups
such as professional administrators and schools
of education that used the reform process to
increase licensure barriers and strengthen the
status quo.

In 1996, the Interstate School Leaders Licen-
sure Consortium (ISLLC), which included the
major school administration client groups, devel-
oped the "Standards for School Leaders."28 By
2002, the ISLLC standards had been incorporated
into policy by some 35 states and the Educational
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Testing Service (ETS) had developed the comple-
mentary School Leaders Licensure Assessment
(SLLA).29 Today, the ISLLC shrouds banalities and
ideology in the guise of standards, embedding its
norms in a test unanchored by research or empiri-
cal knowledge. More on this later.

The Licensure
Presumption

Licensure is a crude
device, one best suited to
making sure that the
clearly incompetent do
not prey upon an

Progressive Policy Institute

ommendations, experience, manner, and methods.
However, licensing on such traits is difficult, due
to disagreement about what they entail or how
they should be assessed.

The problem with leadership licensure is that
management and leadership are, contextual and

adaptive.3° As William

In a world of accountability, research-
based instruction, more flexible
compensation, entrepreneurial
opportunities, site-based budgeting,
and fast-evolving technology,
educational leaders need to draw upon
nontraditional skills.

uninformed public. It is
especially well suited to professions like medicine
or psychology, where practitioners are often
independent, not subject to public scrutiny, and
whose quality of work is difficult for clients or the
public to gauge. Educational leaders, on the other
hand, work in an extremely visible context, for
larger organizations, and can now be monitored
on the basis of a wealth of readily available data.

Effective licensure requires clear standards of
competence against which aspirants can be
measured to determine the adequacy of skills and
preparation. If we agree that lawyers need to know
a specified body of law or civil engineers need to
know specific scientific priciples, it is relatively
simple to judge whether candidates are competent.
Where such standards do not exist, we
appropriately hesitate to prohibit someone from
practicing a profession. This is not because we
think incompetence acceptable, but because we
recognize licensing is an ineffective and potentially
pernicious way to control quality. Licensing
without concrete benchmarks leads to public
officials or designated gatekeepers making
subjective decisions about who may pursue a given
career. We are properly fearful of such an outcome.

Even in professions with clear knowledge-
based benchmarks for certification, as in law or
medicine, licensure is primarily useful as a way to
establish minimal competence. A medical or law
license is not imagined to ensure competence in
ambiguous, subtle skills like comforting a patient
or swaying a juryskills analogous to the inter-
personal relations at the heart of leadership. Few
would choose a doctor or attorney solely on the
basis of a test score without also considering rec-

Rothschild has observed
in Financial Executive, al-
though "we have been
taught to believe that
there is one type of leader
for all situations... research
makes clear that there are
a variety of leadership
types and the key is to have
the right leaders for the

right situation."31
Asking licensure to bar unsuitable leaders

disregards much of what we know about
leadership. When techniques and approaches are
variable, standardized licensure is a poor
mechanism of quality control. This is why we
cannot imagine licensing business or political
leaders and why the general business credential
(the MBA) is not a license, but a credential that
employers value as they see fit.

The best public administration and business
programs routinely prepare people for a host of
public and private sector positions and focus on
skills and knowledge bases rather than on narrow
preparation. On the other hand, education
leadership programs teach the same kinds of
classesin finance, facilities, personnel
management, political leadership, and so onbut
apply them narrowly and prescriptively to
schooling.32 In a world of accountability, research-
based instruction, more flexible compensation,
entrepreneurial opportunities, site-based
budgeting, and fast-evolving technology,
educational leaders need to draw upon
nontraditional skills. The newness of these
challenges suggests a role for leaders with
competencies unfamiliar to those in the
conventional orbit of educational administration
but second nature to those engaged in other kinds
of management training or practice.

In fields ranging from law to engineering to
finance, managers and executives emerge in vari-
ous ways and along varied paths. Even in day
care and higher education, where we require for-
mal credentials for entry into the profession, we
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do not require additional credentials to pursue
leadership positions. Some individuals in these
fields obtain formal leadership training, but many
do not. In education, we have too long chosen to
rely upon a bureaucratic and clumsy system that
substitutes credentialing
for judgment and an
emphasis on procedure
for one on perfor-
mance.

The Four Faulty
Assumptions of
Administrative
Licensure

schools spend almost none." Rather, the tasks
principals deem most demanding have less to do
with classroom instruction than with more con-
ventional managerial challenges like terminating
unfit employees, addressing employee grievances,

handling an extended
work day, and balancing

An administrator who builds a team,
identifies faculty needs, and then
deploys her personnel accordingly
can provide more thorough and expert
assistance than a solitary leader trying
to coach in her spare time and drawing
upon only her own knowledge.

Four assumptions underlie the existing ap-
proach to licensure. The first of these is that one
has to have taught in order to be an effective edu-
cational leader. The second is that the prepara-
tion one receives in the course of meeting licen-
sure requirements is so critical that it is impossible
for an uncertified applicant to fulfill the require-
ments of the position. The third is that licensure
provides quality control. The fourth is that licen-
sure helps to make educational leadership more
"professional" and thereby bolsters its allure and
rewards. Each of these assumptions is fundamen-
tally flawed.

Only Former Teachers Can Lead

Especially at the school leadership level, licen-
sure presumes that only former teachers can pos-
sibly be effective leaders. Let us begin by noting
the inconvenient fact that in recent years, a num-
ber of non-teachers have performed competently
as district superintendents or charter school prin-
cipals.

The notion that only former teachers can lead
teachers begins with the claim that only a former
teacher can provide "instructional leadership." As
defined above, however, when "instructional lead-
ership" consists primarily of generic skills that any
effective leader ought to possess. Moreover, re-
search has found that principals and superinten-
dents spend little or no time on the curricular or
pedagogical components that might plausibly be
regarded as education-specific. Few principals
spend even one-quarter of their time on instruc-
tional questions and those in low-performing

the demands of job and
family.34

Even were we to re-
structure leadership so
that principals spent
more time on instruc-
tional issues, the belief
that principals (though
perhaps not superinten-

dents) need to have taught rests on two articles
of faith: only former teachers can monitor class-
room personnel, and only those who have
taught can mentor teachers and support instruc-
tional improvement. Both claims are of dubious
merit. The first may have been plausible when
we did not collect outcome data on teachers, and
administrators had little capacity to judge teacher
effectiveness except by observing the occasional
class and monitoring parental complaints. Today,
however, we have a wealth of information on
achievement, and entrepreneurial managers are
finding ways to gather more data on more facets
of teacher performance. In this new world, the
always-minimal value of sitting in the back of a
teacher's classroom two or three times a year has
diminished even further, while the value of un-
derstanding and-applying data is at a premium.

The claim that only former teachers can men-
tor is equally problematic. In those schools or
systems where no one else is available to work
with teachers on curricular or instructional is-
sues, it is obviously essential that a school or
system leader be willing and able to play this
role. Such situations are quite rare, however.
Typically, principals and superintendents head
up teams of administrators and/or senior fac-
ulty. These teams include a variety of individu-
als with different styles and strengths, provid-
ing a skilled leader with the ability to match fac-
ulty with appropriate mentors. An administra-
tor who builds a team, identifies faculty needs, and
then deploys her personnel accordingly can pro-
vide more thorough and expert assistance than a
solitary leader trying to coach in her spare time
and drawing upon only her own knowledge.
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Schools are among many institutions that help
raise and educate children and share many traits
with tutoring programs, counseling programs,
youth clubs, preschools, and so on. While good
educational leaders must be committed to serving
children, it is not clear that only teachers have the
requisite passion. As one nationally acclaimed
former superintendent observed, "Good principals
have to be passionate about kids and be commit-
ted to the idea that all children can learn. But this
says nothing about whether they need to have
taughtone of our problems is that too many class-
room teachers don't really believe that all children
can learn." While many teachers do have the req-
uisite commitment, are we so blessed that we can
turn away non-teachers who have already proven
their mettle by launching or leading organizations
committed to helping every child learn?

Doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other profes-
sionals routinely work in public and private orga-
nizations led by individuals from other fields. We
are willing to accept that doctors can work for a
World Health Organization task force led by an
economist, attorneys for a federal agency led by a
former accountant, engineers for a corporate unit
headed by a marketing executive, yet presume that
teachers alone among professionals are so icono-
clastic or fragile that they can only work for one
of their own?

Tellingly, we do not presume that architects
need to have started as bricklayers, senators as civil
servants, airline executives as pilots or baggage
handlers, or hospital administrators as doctors.
Rightly, we understand that different roles may
require different talents and training, that compe-
tence in one role may not translate to another, and
that narrow selection criteria stifle creative think-
ing, shrink the talent pool, and require us to push
effective employees into jobs which may not play
to their strengths. A similar open-mindedness re-
garding education would serve us well.

Licensure Preparation Is Essential

Contradicting the assertion that mandated
preparation equips candidates with skills or habits
of mind essential for educational leadership, there
is no evidenceand little reason to believethat
the existing regimen does so. Educational
administration programs have little expertise in
accountability, technology, or data-driven
management, and at times faculty even express
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hostility toward these tools themselves. Gerald
Tirozzi, executive director of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals,
declared, "The training candidates receive from
administrator preparation programs is often
inadequate, and ongoing professional development
is episodic at best.""

Martha McCarthy, chancellor professor of
education at Indiana University, observed, "The
bad news is that we do not have data linking
[reforms in administrator preparation] to our
asserted purpose of producing capable leaders. ...
Studies are not currently available to counter the
allegations that university preparation for school
leaders is inadequate or perhaps even
wrongheaded. ... Virtually no studies track
changes in leadership preparation to success as a
school leader, much less to student performance
in the schools they lead.""

Richard Andrews, dean of the school of
education at the University of Missouri, and
Margaret Grogan, professor, surveyed leadership
preparation in 2002 and concluded, "Many
essential skills and much important knowledge
cannot be delivered by a traditional university-
based program."37 In their 2002 book, The Principal
Challenge, Marc Tucker, president of the National
Center for Education and the Economy, and Judy
Codding conclude that administration preparation
programs are incoherent, ask little of students, and
provide weak substantive training."

While licensure proponents argue that
leadership challenges necessitate training in
pedagogy or curriculum, it is not clear that trainees
receive even this preparation from university
faculty often long removed from practice. For
example, a national survey of 1,400 middle school
principals found that more than one-third had
taken no coursework on middle school educational
practices and that over 70 percent had taken two
courses or less."

There is a legitimate concern that leaders be
sensitive to the cultural needs of the organizations
they lead. However, administrative preparation
today devotes little or no attention to such consid-
erations, and even sophisticated corporate train-
ers have no pat answers about teaching these skills
or ensuring that leaders master them. Sensitivity
to organizational rhythms is a real advantage and
does suggest one benefit enjoyed by former edu-
cators, but it is neither cultivated nor assured by
the existing licensure regime.
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Licensure Provides Quality Control

Unlike business schools or graduate programs
in public administration, even elite educational
leadership programs generally impose little qual-
ity control. James
Guthrie, chairman of the
educational leadership
department at Vanderbilt
University, and Ted
Sanders, chief executive
of the Education Com-
mission of the States, la-
mented in 2001, "Uni-

because it's subsidized by the district and they
get a salary boost for the course hours or de-
gree, so they take the classes and many get the
credential. But it's not really because they want
to be a principal."

Such a system results
in educational adminis-

If educational leaders were less
isolated, they would be better able to
demonstrate the rigors and demands
of their roles and consequently boost
the prestige of their profession.

versity preparation of
educational administrators has fallen into a down-
ward spiral dominated by low-prestige institu-
tions, diploma mills, outmoded instruction and
low expectations. Many...programs have virtu-
ally no entrance requirements, save the applicant's
ability to pay tuition."4°

Because education schools do not make
available their admissions data for administra-
tion and leadership programs, it is not possible
to assess institutional behavior by directly com-
paring these figures to those for business schools.
However, comparing admissions data from busi-
ness schools to that of the education schools that
house the nation's top-ranked educational ad-
ministration programs provides a rough idea of
selectivity. Business schools of moderate repu-
tation are consistently more selective than even
top-ranked educational administration pro-
grams.4' This holds despite the fact that busi-
ness schools are accepting candidates for a
master's degree in business administration while
education administration programs are often
accepting candidates for doctoral workthough
it should be noted that the vast majority of prin-
cipals and other administrators hold master's
degrees, not doctorates.42

Salary schedules and licensure systems that
require teachers to enroll in professional devel-
opment, and award them pay for completing
courses or degrees, mean that administrative
programs frequently serve more as a mechanism
to boost teacher pay and subsidize schools of
education than to identify or prepare effective
leaders.43 Emily Feistritzer, a national authority
on alternative administrative licensure who has
studied the process in every state observed, "A
lot of teachers take professional development

tration faculty shirking
responsibility for quality
control and viewing
their programs largely as
a service to regional
teachers. As one educa-
tion school dean con-
ceded to me, "We're not

about actively weeding out candidates. We train
people to lead schools...[The training] helps can-
didates discover whether they're suited for the
work. Our schools are short on administrators as
it is, so I'm not sure we want to be using profes-
sional schools to eliminate experienced teachers
who want to take the next step."

Licensure Bolsters Professionalism

Disturbed that their field lacks the profes-
sional esteem of law or medicine, professors of
educational administration argue that stricter
licensure will elevate the prestige of school lead-
ers. If licensure were the key to professional
respect, however, we might expect that more
would be accorded to traffic school instructors,
athletic trainers, nail care professionals, and
practitioners of the many other certified fields
for which the public exhibits no special regard.
There is nothing about licensure that necessar-
ily raises a profession's prestige or attracts more
able practitioners. The oft-cited cases of law and
medicine do not offer the guidance that propo-
nents imagine. In those fields, the public has
evidence that practitioners have mastered es-
sential knowledgean impossible task in the
case of educational leadership, where such a
canon does not exist.

Educational administration is a sub-special-
ization of the sprawling field of leadership and
management. Construing educational admin-
istration as a self-contained field has severed its
links to the larger body of management knowl-
edge and practice, and dampened the attention
that the broader management community pays
to education. The result is a field of educational
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administration unfamiliar with and uninter-
ested in the broader body of work on manage-
ment theory and practice. For instance, one can
read entire issues of Educational Administration
Quarterly and encounter not one reference to
critical theoretical or empirical scholarship on
management.

The result is training that does not introduce
educators to broader management networks
and does not expose them to the body of thought
that conventionally trained executives deem es-
sential. Major publishers have specific lines of
"educational administration" texts that num-
ber hundreds of books, though they provide
nothing similar on managing pharmaceutical
firms, retirement communities, or fire depart-
ments. The lack of cross-pollination leaves edu-
cational administration an intellectually flabby,
doctrinaire, and lightly regarded backwater."
In fact, the leading "contribution" of educational
administration scholars has been to promote a
litany of education-oriented jargon that stands
in for research-based knowledge while imply-
ing that educational leadership is a wholly
unique endeavor.45

The sordid truth is that too often civic lead-
ers and public officials privately express con-
tempt for most public school administrators. If
educational leaders were less isolated, they
would be better able to demonstrate the rigors
and demands of their roles and consequently
boost the prestige of their profession. Likewise,
if experienced leaders from other backgrounds
could compete for educational positions, they
could bear testimony to these challenges and
help educational leaders earn broader respect.
Little in recent years has done as much to boost
respect for and attention to the urban superin-
tendency as the influx of nontraditional leaders
who routinely attest to the awesome demands
of the job.

The Costs of the Status Quo

Not only does licensure fail to achieve its pro-
claimed purposes; it entails significant costs. It
dissuades potentially effective leaders, burdens
those who do pursue licensure, lures unsuited
people into administration, stifles diverse and
innovative approaches, and undercuts mean-
ingful professional development.
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Potentially Effective Leaders Dissuaded

Licensure makes it more costly and frustrat-
ing to seek educational leadership positions, mak-
ing other professions relatively more attractive and
dissuading potentially effective administrators. If
the hurdles screened out the incompetent or ill-
suited, that would be one thing. However, there
is no evidence and little reason to believe that one's
willingness to decipher convoluted guidelines re-
garding requirements and paperwork; take lightly
regarded courses during evenings, weekends, and
summers; and pay tuition says much about one's
aptitude or suitability for leadership. Willingness
to bear such burdens may reflect a lack of interest
in teaching, a lack of attractive alternatives, or a
hunger for a position of authority just as readily
as a commitment to students.

While proponents of licensure argue that
educational leadership positions are so challeng-
ing that nobody wants them, enormous num-
bers of accomplished individuals are eager to
pursue positions in educational leadership. In
2002, New Leaders for New Schools had 400
applicants for 33 fellowship slots in its princi-
pal cohort; the Broad Center for Superintendents
had over 1,300 inquiries and more than 200 ap-
plications for 25 slots; and the Knowledge is
Power Program (KIPP) Principal Academy had
410 applicants for 20 slots.46 In addition, hun-
dreds of public charter schools have been launched
and managed by non-educators and an impres-
sive array of individuals have taken leadership
roles in large urban school districts. The situation
is similar in teaching, where licensure proponents
claim barriers do not deter promising prospects
only to watch candidates flock to accessible non-
traditional programs.47

The most talented and hardest working can-
didates may be the least willing to sit through
poorly regarded courses or suffer procedural
hurdles. In fact, an extraordinary number of high-
powered entrepreneurs pursue charter school lead-
ership positionsdespite the obstacles, uncertainty,
and reduced compensationbecause they are
unwilling to sit on the sidelines for years until per-
mitted to seek a position in a conventional district
school.

Martha McCarthy acknowledged, "The
United States is somewhat unique among nations
in the amount of education required for school
leaders and the expense of such education."48 The
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costs fall particularly heavily on those who love
teaching and are hesitant to shortchange their
commitment to classroom teaching. They may also
fall most heavily on single parents and the less af-
fluent. Since this pool is disproportionately Afri-
can-American and Hispanic, the current system
effectively undermines
efforts to promote di-
versity in the ranks of
educational leaders.
Just 35 percent of prin-
cipals in central cities
are African-American
or Hispanic, while stu-

attracted to the profession for its child-centered
character, leadership of an adult staff may require
a different temperament. Consequently, adminis-
trators are selected from a talent pool constructed
without regard to aptitude for leadership and one
that excludes many who may be well suited to

serve.52
Though experts in edu-

cational leadership argue
that principals and super-
intendentsespecially
those in troubled venues
must be proactive risk-tak-
ers who engage in "cre-

Administrators are selected from a
talent pool constructed without regard
to aptitude for leadership and one that
excludes many who may be well suited
to serve.

dent populations are
routinely 80 percent or more minority.49 Reduc-
ing barriers to entry will make it easier to promote
minority candidates or recruit accomplished can-
didates from other walks of life.

The monetary costs to the candidates them-
selves are offset, in part, because many districts
subsidize professional costs. However, while this
may lighten the burden on candidates and deter
fewer potential candidates, it does so only by redi-
recting resources from instructional activities and
burdening taxpayers. Because public universities
routinely charge $250 to $300 or more per credit
hour, and typically require candidates to complete
30 or more credit hours of coursework in order to
earn an education administration credential, the
tuition cost alone of a typical licensure program
amounts to $9,000 or more." This tally does not
include the costs of fees, books, transportation, time
off from work, or any other related costs. With
about 15,000 master's degrees in education ad-
ministration and supervision awarded each year,51
candidates and districts are spending more than
$100 million a year on tuition for administrative
coursework.

Wrong Candidates Lured

The current system of licensure and prepara-
tion too often does not attract the candidates most
likely to be effective administrators. There is little
reason to suspect the qualities that lead one into
teaching will necessarily translate into leadership.
In fact, as was argued earlier, not only is teaching
experience not essential to educational leadership,
but the skills that characterize effective teachers
may hinder managerial performance. While teach-
ers must balance empathy and firmness in a man-
ner appropriate to children, and while many are
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ative insubordination,""
research has found that "teachers tend to be re-
luctant risk takers."54 Careers that emphasize pro-
cedures rather than performance, allow creden-
tials to insulate practitioners from accountability,
and offer little room for entrepreneurial individu-
als, risk attracting candidates more concerned
about security than success.55 In a 2000 Public
Agenda survey of teachers, just 16 percent thought
requiring teachers to pass a test of subject-area
knowledge would be a very effective way to im-
prove teaching, and just 12 percent agreed that
eliminating teacher tenure or linking teacher re-
wards and sanctions to student performance
would be very effective."

It is not much of a stretch to suggest that teach-
ers reluctant to link rewards to student perfor-
mance or to require content mastery may be ill-
suited for some unpleasant but crucial manage-
rial tasks, such as delivering negative evaluations
or terminating employees. The president of the
Challenger, Gray & Christmas outplacement firm
has observed that firing people "is the worst night-
mare ... [it] makes you feel so guilty ... You wanted
the job you're in because you are accomplishing
goals, learning new things. Then you find your-
self instead being the bearer of bad news to people
you got to know personally."57 Los Angles Times
columnist Ron Brownstein has observed that,
while non-educators may lack classroom expe-
rience, "[t]hey are also less tied into the dense
web of understandings and accommodations
that make it so difficult to change any large or-
ganization ... they don't know why things can't
be done."58 If teaching cultivates collegial and
risk-averse relationships, or fosters too great a
sympathy for educators, it may leave veterans
unprepared to lead and transform ineffective
or reticent staffs.
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Ideology Imposed

Licensure systems require gatekeepers. Typi-
cally, we reduce the risks this poses to intellectual
diversity and to innovative practice in one of two
ways. In fields where there are established, evi-
dence-based norms, as in medicine or accounting,
instructors are disciplined by the licensing crite-
ria. Otherwise, intellectual freedom and diverse
practices are protected by the presence of spar-
ring voices in the licensing institutions. Unfortu-
nately, educational leadership offers neither pro-
tection.59

Through contemporary licensure systems, the
state essentially endorses a doctrinaire philosophy
of educational leadership motivated by a particu-
lar vision of "social justice" and "democratic com-
munity,"60 and dismissive of conventional man-
agement theory. Prominent professors of educa-
tional administration argue that: students need not
master factual content; accountability systems are
morally problematic; high-stakes testing is a tool
of racial hegemony; efforts to relax teacher certifi-
cation are part of a conspiracy to undermine pub-
lic education; allowing administrators to more
readily terminate poor teachers is a threat to work-
place democracy; and so on.61 Unfortunately, bas-
ing licensure on anything other than demonstrated
mastery of specified tasks or knowledge entails in-
fusing the beliefs of the gatekeepers with quasi-
official status.62

These reigning views often diverge sharply
from those of more mainstream scholars of lead-
ership. For instance, Ronald Heifetz and Donald
Laurie argued in a classic Harvard Business Review
article that those leaders who are most committed
to their followers should not protect their employ-
ees from the external world, tell them their best is
good enough, or seek to smooth over conflicts.63
In an argument that would constitute heresy in
any educational administration program, they
suggest that responsible leaders forge tough, resil-
ient organizations by seeking to stir anxiety; allow
employees to feel the pinch of reality; demand that
they surpass themselves; and force conflict to the
surface.64 Whether one agrees with Heifetz and
Laurie is immaterial. Theirs is an important point
of view, but one of many silenced by the status
quo in schools of education.

The problem is not that the beliefs of leading
education administration professors are hostile to
standardized accountability, disciplinary leader-
ship, and incentive-based management; after all,
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such disagreements are the essence of academic
freedom. The problem is that the gate-keeping
function of administration programs permits these
instructors to impose their ideology on all aspir-
ants and to deter candidates who don't share their
views.

Alternative Models Stifled

Establishing a few specific roles and narrowly
describing job descriptions, compensation, and
preconditions for employment makes it difficult
to think anew about locating or harnessing lead-
ership talent. Existing constraints limit the ability
of school districts to draw upon particular sources
of skill or expertise from outside the conventional
structure. The evolving challenges that educa-
tional leaders face, the range of milieus in which
they operate, and the varied skills they bring sug-
gest that multiple models would be preferable to
an effort to distill "one best model" of leadership.
The trickle of nontraditional leaders into district
leadership and charter school principalships has
started to foster new models of leadership, such
as the district-level role of "Chief Academic Of-
ficer" (CAO) in which a nontraditional superin-
tendent gives a deputy the lead role on instruc-
tional issues.

Taking fuller advantage of available leadership
talent requires loosening the cords of statute, prac-
tice, and culture. A 2001 study by Public Agenda
reported that 54 percent of superintendents and
48 percent of school principals said that they "feel
like [their] hands are tied by the way things are
done in the school system" and that they "must
work around the system" to get things done. In
the same survey, fewer than one-third of princi-
pals or superintendents felt they had enough au-
thority to remove ineffective teachers and staff or
to reward effective ones.63 The point here is not to
urge any particular model of management upon
schools or districts, but to create the flexibility that
allows them to construct arrangements that meet
their needs.

Meaningful Development Undercut

Contrary to claims that licensure raises the
quality of professional preparation, it has served
to undercut substantive professional develop-
ment. Since licensure preparation is generally
pursued by practicing teachers on a part-time
basis and consists primarily of clocking the req-
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uisite credit hours, faculty and candidates gen-
erally work under a tacit agreement in which
faculty are undemanding and candidates are
complacent.

While education scholars have yet to system-
atically study the value
of administrative
preparation, scattered
evidence speaks to the
flaws with current
programs. In a na-
tional study of 1,400
middle school princi-
pals, 52 percent reported that their university
coursework was of moderate or little value and
55 percent said the same of their university field
experiences.66 In a market where new competi-
tors were free to enter, that kind of record would
create an opportunity for more effective train-
ing.

Professors of education Naftaly Glasman,
James Cibulka, and Dianne Ashby observed in
Educational Administration Quarterly, "The mar-
ket for educational leadership programs has not
been one that historically has emphasized
rigor...The demand for high-quality programs
from potential entrants has been relatively weak.
Many of those who seek entrance to leadership
programs gravitate toward those programs
based on convenience and ease of completion,
with quality of program hardly a leading crite-
rion."67

The result is a cottage industry of desultory
"professional development." David Green, vice
president for research and knowledge manage-
ment at the New American Schools explains,
"Administrators are initially reluctant to par-
ticipate [in new programs] because they're re-
signed to inadequate professional development.
The dissatisfaction with what exists is very
high." District officials and lower-level admin-
istrators regard professional development pri-
marily as a procedural obligation.68

if the only managerial lever an administrator can
pull is a plaintive appeal to faculty camaraderie,
the bond forged from shared classroom experience
is important.

Fortunately, public education has changed in
recent years. We have
taken great strides to
clarify outcomes, provide
more management tools,
and develop more flexible
schools and districts.69
The kinds of rote prepara-

The kinds of rote preparation and reliance
on former teachers that may have made
some sense under the old order are
increasingly anachronistic today.

Remedies We Have Tried

For decades, we muddled through with the
status quo, and it even made a certain kind of sense.
Licensure is most useful when professionals are
not being held accountable on the basis of results
or when they face little public scrutiny. Similarly,

tion and reliance on
former teachers that may have made some sense
under the old order are increasingly anachronis-
tic today.

To date, reformers have emphasized two ap-
proaches in trying to meet the leadership challenge.
The educational leadership community has sought
to raise professional standards in an effort to en-
sure quality. Meanwhile, frustrated reformers have
turned to recruiting non-educators famous for their
leadership skills to guide urban reform efforts.
Neither of these approaches offers much in the
way of a long-term solution to the fundamental
problems.

Raising the Licensure Bar

The educational leadership community has
endorsed the Interstate School Leaders Licen-
sure Consortium's (ISLLC) push for "stan-
dards." Championed by ISLLC client groups,
the standards assess individual beliefs rather
than knowledge or skills. The six standards as-
sert that school administrators should "promote
student success" by doing things like "facilitat-
ing ... a vision of learning," "collaborating ...
with community members," and "influencing
the larger political, ... legal, and cultural con-
text."70 These sentiments are pleasing primarily
to those who embrace the ISLLC's notions of
"diversity," endorse constructivist pedagogy, and
believe school leaders ought to wield political
and legal levers to advance social justice. None-
theless, they prove highly troubling in practice.

Because these reformers have been unable
or unwilling to identify with any specificity the
essential skills or knowledge required for
effective leadership, their efforts amount to an
extensive system of documentation and of
"disposition correction." The result is a gradual
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move toward increasingly exhausting and
expensive processes that do little to concretely
establish leadership qualifications, but do a great
deal to advance certain points of view.

The problems are made clear by ISLLC
School Leaders Licensure Assessment (SLLA),
which several states now use to assess the
competence of principal candidates!' While the
exam's designers claim that it is "grounded in
research,"" the exam does not assess legal,
budgetary, management, research, curricular, or
pedagogical knowledge but fidelity to ISLLC
values. As the ISLLC's chairman, Ohio State
University professor Joseph Murphy, concedes,
"[The exam] is a statement of values about where
the profession should be. "73

Of the four sample situations and 25 sample
questions in the online SLLA preparation mate-
rials, not one asks a candidate to exhibit an un-
derstanding of specific scholarly research, em-
pirical evidence, legal statute, or budgetary con-
cepts. Moreover, the "right" answers to these
questions make clear how the ISLLC translates
its norms into practice. Although "a belief that
all children can learn" might be manifested
through an emphasis on measured academic
performance rather than "celebrating differ-
ences," the "correct" SLLA answers make it
clear that standards and an emphasis on shared
norms are regarded as inconsistent with the
ISLLC criteria.

One of three sample vignettes asks candi-
dates to determine what is "in the best interest
of the particular student" in the following case:
A high school senior, failing a class that he does
not need to graduate, asks the principal to be
allowed to drop the class. The principal allows
the student to drop the class although it is "con-
trary to school policy." Test-takers are asked to
assess the principal's action and whether it
served the student's "best interest." Those who
regard such questions as fraught with complex-
ity might be surprised to learn that there are
"right" and "wrong" answers hereresponses
endorsing the principal's decision earn a per-
fect score while test-takers are marked down for
suggesting it is essential to teach children the
importance of rules and hard work.74

Right now, in the states requiring it, the
SLLA is unproblematic only because passing
scores are low!' Should the test become a sig-
nificant impediment to entry, or be linked to
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bonuses or other benefits, its bias and disdain
for substantive knowledge would be cause for
concern. There are other ongoing efforts to de-
velop standards for leadership but, as with
teacher preparation, the criteria purported to
be outcome-based often rely heavily on doctri-
naire determinations governing process!'

Recruiting "Superstars" from Outside

There is nothing wrong, per se, with pursu-
ing high-profile, nontraditional superintendents.
Such hires have brought into education a num-
ber of promising executives, challenged shop-
worn assumptions, and produced effective new
leadership strategies. Current searches for non-
traditional leaders, however, too often devolve
into problematic searches for "white knights."
Harvard business professor Rakesh Khurana
points out in Searching for a Corporate Savior that
pinning an organization's hopes to a high-pro-
file savior can backfire by stirring employee re-
sentment and distracting attention from funda-
mental problems."

Most current nontraditional superinten-
dents were hired not on the basis of a reasoned
assessment of their strengths and skills, but be-
cause they were thought forceful and accom-
plished individuals. The fascination with lead-
ership that can be readily transferred from one
field to the next has sometimes been shockingly
simplistic, as with the presumption that gener-
als would make good superintendents because
they run taut organizations, or that attorneys
would because they are familiar with law and
politics!'

Nontraditional recruiting can repeat the
worst excesses of "celebrity CEO" hiring by the
private sector. When businesses are doing
poorly, directors often seek to bring in a white
knight and focus on candidates with outsized
reputations. This produces a thin, hard-to-re-
cruit pool of individuals not necessarily suited
for the task at hand.79 Important skills may not
be attached to sexy résumés, and seeking out
only glamorous, nontraditional leaders narrows
the nontraditional pipeline to a trickle.80

American education does not just need a
couple dozen superintendents swimming
against the tide, but tens of thousands of com-
petent superintendents, principals, and admin-
istrators working in tandem. We do not need a
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few great "leaders," but a river of skilled,
thoughtful, and talented individuals flowing
through our schools and districts. The problem
with today's focus on nontraditional candidates
is that it is not an integrated component of larger
efforts to recruit thoughtfully out of an expanded
candidate pool, build and support teams, and
rethink management. Instead, it is too often
one-shot prayers in which the district hopes that
charisma and personal credibility can jumpstart
improvement and alleviate the need to tackle
the underlying problems.

A New Leadership Agenda

In place of both hyper-regulation and a search
for nontraditional superheroes, the New Leader-
ship Agenda proffers a flexible approach that seeks
to widen the talent pipeline while recognizing the
sensitive and unusual demands on educational
leaders. In lieu of the restrictions and regula-
tionspunctured by some relatively gaping loop-
holesthat govern educational leadership today,
it recasts licensure into a three-point standard:

hold a B.A. or B.S. degree from an accred-
ited college or university, and pass a rigor-
ous criminal background check;

demonstrate to the potential employer ex-
perience sufficient to exhibit essential
knowledge, temperament, and skills for the
position;" and

demonstrate mastery of essential techni-
cal knowledge and skills, to the extent that
policmakers can pinpoint and agree on
concrete and identifiable skills without
personal command of which an adminis-
trator is incapable of effective leadership
(in areas of education law, special educa-
tion, etc.).

Do these criteria imply that anyone is entitled
to serve as a school administrator? No. Am I sug-
gesting that preparation is unnecessary? Abso-
lutely not. Being permitted to seek work does not
equate to the right to hold a position. Making more
applicants eligible deepens the talent pool and
makes employment more competitive. Training,
experience, and preparation are encouraged and
rewarded in a sensibly designed system.

Moreover, the criteria will apply differently
to school and district administrators, just as they
will apply differently in different locales. It is
particularly important to note that the criteria
will apply equally to all candidates, whatever
their background. If the state deems it vital that
every administrator master knowledge of spe-
cial education law or school funding formulas,
then every administrative candidateformer
teacher or not, graduate of an education admin-
istration program or notmust pass.

The proposed model recognizes that certain
knowledge and skills are critical, but that we
do not know how to screen for these on the ba-
sis of paper barriers or résumés; that a leader-
ship team requires a set of skills, but that we
should not try to universally prescribe how those
will be distributed; and that a more flexible sys-
tem will support higher quality and more use-
ful professional development.

The New Leadership Agenda will help address
ongoing concerns about how we can more ap-
propriately compensate educational leaders. In
2001, the average salary for a superintendent in
the nation's 50 largest school districts was about
$175,000 and that of principals was about $70,000
or $80,000.82 Meanwhile, compensation in the
private sector routinely topped $10 million for
major corporate CEOs and $250,000 for division
heads. A more competitive approach would help
force school systems competing for managerial tal-
ent to pay competitive rates, boosting the rewards
for high performers and augmenting their ranks.

Critics may fear that this slimmed-down sys-
tem will mean the end of administrator develop-
ment or preparation. Such concern is unfounded.
Thousands of aspiring professionals flock to jour-
nalism schools and business schools, even though
such training is not mandatory, because it may
make graduates more effective and therefore more
attractive to employers. Aspiring administrators
would continue to attend those teacher training
programs thought to add value or enhance em-
ployability.

To decouple professional development from
licensing merely recognizes that licensure too of-
ten does not encourage the kind of contextual, ap-
plied, and nuanced preparation that is useful and
appropriate. The current system weighs on
schools of education as much as on anyone." State
regulations force training programs to abide by a
bureaucratic template of rigid course requirements
and practicum experiences that stifles innovative
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thinking, makes launching unconventional pro-
grams a frustrating proposition, and often pre-
vents programs from serving constituencies out-
side of their community. We must first put schools
of education on equal footing with other new pro-
viders and free them from the heavy hand of state
regulation, and then let
them compete on fair
terms.

Districts could contract
with schools of education,
state agencies, or consult-
ants to provide training, or
they could provide it inter-
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much less 90,000 principals, is slim. Rather than
trying to prefabricate ideal leaders, we need to
build systems that seek out individuals with
appropriate skills and then work to support and
complement them.

Challenges and resources vary dramatically
from place to place; it
makes sense for leader-
ship structure to vary
as well. It is essential
to think creatively
about compensation
and the structure of
administrative and fac-
ulty positions, relaxing

To decouple professional development
from licensing merely recognizes that
licensure too often does not encourage
the kind of contextual, applied, and nu-
anced preparation that is useful and ap-
propriate.

nally. Changes could po-
tentially create new rewards for veterans, broaden
the impact of the best trainers and programs, cre-
ate incentives to improve services and demonstrate
effectiveness, encourage new quality programs,
and shift the focus of training from ticket-punch-
ing to performance.

The best schools of education will thrive in this
environment. As the dean of one prominent edu-
cation school explained, "So long as we're free to
compete fairly, we're happy to see the system
opened up. We've been doing this a long time,
we've got good people, and getting us out from
under the state's thumb will give us more free-
dom to do what we do well. All we ask is that
you let us play by the same rules as these other
new providersdon't tell us to compete and then
prevent us from doing it."

Seizing on the promise of the New Leadership
Agenda requires making the structure of leader-
ship more flexible, reshaping recruitment efforts,
enhancing accountability, and improving the qual-
ity of professional training. Let us briefly consider
each in turn.

Flexible Leadership Structures

Only a handful of leaders in any field are ever
likely to possess more than a few of the qualities
we might desire in an "ideal" leader. As Susan
Moore Johnson of the Harvard Graduate School
of Education has explained, "There are some
individuals whose talents run more to building
programs ... and others to demolishing them and
making hard decisions about what to put in their
place. While an effective superintendent should
be strong in all those areas, it's not common to
find someone who is."84 The likelihood that we
will find 15,000 superintendents who fit the bill,
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the statutory and contractual distinctions that
define the roles of administrators and teachers.

More Effective Recruitment

Districts are not currently equipped to make
reasoned choices when selecting nontraditional
school leaders. Because leadership positions are
poorly defined, hiring agents tend to focus upon
procedural guidelines rather than performance
criteria. Principal searches typically entail
promoting an assistant principal currently in the
district, while assistant principals tend to be hired
with few criteria and little quality control.
Superintendent searches tend to be run by search
firms that assemble "balanced" slates heavy on
known names. The results are, not surprisingly,
disappointing. For instance, in 2000, 65 percent
of the board presidents of Indiana districts that
had recently hired a superintendent rated the
quality of candidates as average or poor!

Concerns about the inability of agents to hire
skillfully are more pressing in the case of leaders
than in the case of teachers, where employees are
sought for a role with well-defined expectations
and criteria and where the amount of hiring
produces established routines and accumulated
expertise. Fortunately, the hiring challenge posed
by the New Leadership Agenda is straightforward
and familiar. Various public and private
organizations routinely set benchmarks for
leadership performance, develop leadership
performance expectations, identify essential skills,
and develop coherent recruitment strategies. There
is no need to develop "new" educational models;
only to adapt proven executive identification and
recruitment policies. Today, it may be too costly
or time-consuming for more than a handful of
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schools or districts to develop the infrastructure
and processes equal to these tasks, while states and
universities are equipped to support and model
appropriate measures.

Enhanced Accountability

It is difficult to gauge leadership performance
solely on student outcomes, as individual manag-
ers are responsible for some activities that will not
show up in near-term gains and others that may
not show up in such measures at all. Because lead-
ers allocate resources, it is necessary to evaluate
them on the full array of activities for which they
are responsible otherwise there will be pressure
to skimp on important tasks. Relevant consider-
ations might include school safety, fiscal manage-
ment, technology investment, parental satisfaction,
or performance of vendors." This is an area
where there ought to be particular attention to
distinguishing expectations for school and district
leadership.

This does not mean that we cannot rigor-
ously evaluate leaders, only that we cannot dis-
miss concerns with simple analogies to class-
room-level accountability. Creating appropri-
ate evaluations for managers is readily accom-
plished and is something that well-run compa-
nies and nonprofits routinely address with "bal-
anced scorecards" that factor in multiple mea-
sures of organizational performance.87 Districts
ought to adopt the practice, assessing student
achievement and outcomes on other essential
tasks.

In education, we can be confident there will
be public scrutiny of leaders. In an age of ac-
countability and easy access to information, it
is increasingly possible to gauge performance.
Scrutiny, however, is not enough. Today, chil-
dren too often suffer because we do not readily
remove ineffective school leaders. We must use
performance contracts to make it easier to re-
place ineffective leaders and to hold them ac-
countable for performance on identifiable crite-
ria. The length and terms of such contracts
ought to be crafted with an eye to the district's
needs, but they will necessarily require ending
the practice of administrative tenure. Perfor-
mance contracts ought not be so restrictive as
to tie the hands of managers, but should forge
clear links to student achievement and other
measures of organizational performance."

Improved Support Systems and Professional
Development

The New Leadership Agenda creates new op-
portunities to transform professional development,
by creating incentives for candidates, district per-
sonnel, and trainers to attend to the quality of
preparation and the impact on leadership perfor-
mance. The infrastructure for these programs is
in place. As of 2001, 25 states had some sort of
statewide leadership academy, consortium, or in-
stitute.89 While current efforts tend to be weak,
they provide a framework to support modular
training on critical subjects. Some development
models will focus on pre-service, others on cur-
rent administrators; some will be based on-site and
others at universities. Programs may be compre-
hensive or modular, and may focus on manage-
rial skills such as budgeting and personnel man-
agement, or education-specific skills relating to
pedagogy and curriculum.9°

Farsighted districts have already taken strides
to cultivate their professional development or work
with appropriate university partners.91 New train-
ing programs like the Broad Center for Superin-
tendents, New Leaders for New Schools, and the
KIPP Principals' Academy suggest what some of
the new models of development might look like.
These programs include elements such as residen-
tial components, weekend learning, mentoring,
field-based action projects, and individual skill-
building in collaboration with staff, in accord with
a particular vision of preparation. The KIPP Acad-
emy, for instance, chooses to accept only experi-
enced K-12 educators. In addition to more tradi-
tional educators, the Broad Center seeks superin-
tendent candidates who have little direct experi-
ence in conventional K-12 schooling, while New
Leaders seeks "hybrid" candidates who have
some kind of teaching experience in a K-12 set-
ting as well as a demonstrated ability to lead.

One model of sustained support is being
developed by New American Schools (NAS),
which is partnering with school districts to
promote research-based professional
development for practicing administrators. The
NAS program features a combination of job-
embedded work, residential instruction, team-
based development, and utilization of Web-
based technologies. Of course, as one NAS
official noted, "Removing the licensure hurdle
would make this a lot easier on us, the districts,
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and the candidates, but right now we have to
find ways to work around the system as it
stands."

Leadership, Accountability, and Choice

The New Leadership Agenda complements
broader changes taking place in American educa-
tion. Increased accountability, fostered both by
performance assessment and charter schooling,
reduces the need for input regulation. The ability
to monitor performance with these kinds of
mechanisms creates new opportunities for flex-
ibility in operations. The ability to monitor leader-
ship performance on the basis of student perfor-
mance, faculty feedback, and parental satisfaction
makes it possible to dramatically reduce regula-
tion of who can serve as a school leader and un-
der what conditions. Moreover, the success of the
No Child Left Behind Act and related state efforts
will turn heavily on the presence of leaders able to
leverage the possibilities of and build a culture
around the precepts of accountability.

Choice-based reform, most particularly char-
ter schooling, recognizes that different families'and
teachers may desire different kinds of schools.
Choice-based reform makes it less problematic if a
given leader is unconventional, as it becomes pos-
sible to place her in a school entirely populated by
faculty and families comfortable with her vision.
Moreover, not only does the success of charter
schooling depend on the availability of a growing
pool of potential leaders, choice-based reform is
more likely to spur systemic improvement when
school leaders are able to summon systemic re-
sponses and pioneer meaningful change.

Conclusion

Today, our approach to educational leadership
fails to secure enough of the leaders we need, forces
effective teachers to foreswear their chosen work
in order to lead, ghettoizes the field and study of
educational leadership, and offers no coherent
accounting of the benefits that result. The point is
not that nontraditional leaders should be preferred
to seasoned educators. It is that licensure systems
routinely make it prohibitively difficult for schools
to garner the benefits of a diverse leadership team
and to tap into skills not conventionally prevalent
in education.
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A decade ago, the New Leadership Agenda
would have been dismissed as radical. Today,
as educators and policymakers increasingly
focus on teacher qualification rather than
teacher certification, it no longer seems
farfetched. And several states and districts
such as Michigan, which abolished state
licensure of school administrators in 1999;
California, which radically streamlined
administrative licensure in 2002; Houston,
which put administrators on performance
contracts; and New York City, which began to
offer performance bonuses to principalshave
already taken steps in this direction. Today, the
New Leadership Agenda seems the sensible way
to provide teachers and students with the qualified,
committed, and accountable leaders they deserve, and
to provide school leaders with the respect and
professional opportunities they merit.

In the years immediately following World
War II, business administration was a minor
profession and business schools were institutions
of modest reputation viewed as intellectually
suspect step-cousins to economics departments.
As the centrality of management grew in the
post-War economy, executive quality increased
and business schools responded to competitive
forces. Businesses were forced to discipline their
hiring by a new reliance on the bottom line, and
business schools became increasingly selective
and focused on teaching critical economic,
accounting, and quantitative content in a useful
and relevant fashion.

Today, America's executive workforce is
admired across the globe and business schools are
among the nation's most prestigious educational
units. This all transpired without formal licensing;
neither business schools nor America are any the
worse off because Bill Gates or Michael Dell never
obtained an MBA. The world of educational
leadership is ripe for a similar revolution. Our
schools can no longer make do with a once-
adequate leadership pipeline that today turns away
talent, delivers questionable preparation, stifles
entrepreneurial energy, and isolates educational
leaders.

As Ron Brownstein noted, "If improving the
schools is a national priority, the nation needs to
systematically funnel more of its most talented
people toward the challenge."92 That is true, and
we must offer them a more professional road to
those challenges as well.
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